Lauren Greenfield’s exhibition Girl Culture captures the unique yet widely shared experience of growing up female. Greenfield uses vivid color photographs along with textual interviews of the subjects to explore what it's like to grow up female in today's commercial society. She exposes the contrasting ideals that young girls are taught about the importance of being an individual, but also are constantly bombarded through various medias to our society's narrow ideals of beauty and sexual appeal. Through her photographs Greenfield reveals the details of this superficial cult... Keywords: Girls Today / Girl Culture and Girl Studies. Scifeed alert for new publications. Never miss any articles matching your research from any publisher. Get alerts for new papers matching your research. Find out the new papers from selected authors. Updated daily for 49'000+ journals and 6000+ publishers. Define your Scifeed now. Parker, notoriously self-conscious about her nice-girl image, didn’t point fingers — but she didn’t have to. That same day, an anonymously sourced article ran in the Daily Mail that blamed Parker’s former “Sex” co-star Kim Cattrall and her “demands” for killing the movie. Cattrall tweeted the next day: “Woke 2 a @MailOnline [poop emoji] storm! The only thing I ever asked for, and that didn’t happen, was back in 2016.” But the floodgates had opened, and articles were pumped out about the death of the movie...